
Smart access solution
with our flexible smartphone app 

Get rid of the cards and codes! 

Switch to modern technology.  
Open any door, gate or parking bar via smartphone. Give access to guests,
receive notifications.
Check out more below. 

Visit bluebolt.pl to learn more

http://bluebolt.pl


How it works? 
The administrator sets the zones and users. 

The card is not needed anymore.

01.

02.

Innovative opportunities 
Modern space for the tenants and their guests, room bookings 
and much more.

Communication – notifications, reminders, info from the management.

Fully scalable system, adjustable to the users and management 
requirements, possible to expand gradually and to add more software 
components. 

Monitor statistcs, learn the habits and preferences of your tenants 
and adjust your space accordingly. Increase incomes by raising the 
effectivens of the space usage. 

Offer new products for your clients like for example buy access via 
webpage and download the app to enter the space.

The user receives an email with link or scans a QR code or types the code manually. 

From now on, just approach the door or gate and your phone opens it. 

Invite your guests.03.
If a user wishes sets up a meeting or just wants to invite a guest, he just types the guest’s email and defines date, 
time and room. Thanks to this feature, the guest will be able to conveniently park a car and arrive in the meeting 
room. The invitee receives a notification, that the guest has arrived. 

Software integration.04.
The system and mobile app can be integrated with any other modules and software in the building. It reduces 
the workload for the staff and allows for energy savings and more.

Communication and notifications.05.
Enhance the experience with your space, by sending out reminders about the events or push notifications like 
“Please contact the front desk to pick up your package”.

Visit bluebolt.pl to learn more

http://bluebolt.pl


Is it convenient? 

Administrator and users control the access rights

Possible to define who has the right to invite guests and to which 
rooms, check the access history and conveniently managing the space. 

Easy account management

Grant or revoke access rights anytime – sold or stolen phone, change 
of tenants, technical staff, part-time employees. 

High security level transmission

Bilateral encryption ensures very high security of the connection. 
No worries, that the data will be stolen, intercepted or other incidents 
will be happening. 

Yes – it is a safe
and handy solution

Everything in one place

Access to rooms and offices in different locations, garage gates, bars, 
important notices sent as push notifications – everything in one, 
intuitive mobile app.

Is it safe?

Visit bluebolt.pl to learn more
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Innovative space

Contact us
to learn more

Check how it may work in your space:
bluebolt.pl

Reduction of cables,
easy and cheap installation 

No need to do sophisticated modernizations
and renovations 

http://bluebolt.pl

